CHECK OUT OUR NEW BOOKS!

· MARCH 2024 ·

ADULT FICTION

- Haint Blue – Stephanie Alexander
- Chasing Endless Summer – V.C. Andrews
- All My Secrets – Lynn Austin
- Fangirl Down – Tessa Bailey
- The Hidden Life of Cecily Larson – Ellen Baker
- East of Troost – Ellen Barker
- Death of a Spy – M.C. Beaton
- Swanna In Love – Jennifer Belle
- The Atlas Maneuver – Steve Berry
- The Deepest Kill – Lisa Black
- A Killer Romance – Maggie Blackburn
- Double Grudge Donuts – Ginger Bolton
- Hope’s Angel – Linda Broday
- Olivia Strauss is Running out of Time – Angela Brown
- Five Furry Familiars – Lynn Cahoon
- The Heart’s Shelter – Amy Clipston
- The Hollow Dead – Darcy Coates
- Chasing the Horizon – Mary Connealy
- Death at a Scottish Wedding – Lucy Connelly
- Ashes of You – Catherine Cowles
- A Catered Quilting Bee – Isis Crawford
- The Echo of Old Books – Barbara Davis
- At The River – Kendra Elliot
- When the Jessamine Grows – Donna Everhart
- Fit for Murder – Jessica Fletcher
- Crime and Cherry Pits – Amanda Flower
- Dating Can Be Deadly – Amanda Flower
- Mrs. Quinn’s Rise to Fame – Olivia Ford
- Fourteen Days: A Literary Project of the Authors Guild of America
- The Split – Kit Frick
- Murder Boogies with Elvis – Anne George
- The House of Last Resort – Christopher Golden
- The Chaos Agent – Mark Greaney
- The Foxhole Victory Tour – Amy Lynn Green
- The Women – Kristin Hannah
- A Letter from Nana Rose – Kristin Harper
- Of Hoaxes and Homicide – Anastasia Hastings
- Canadian Boyfriend – Jenny Holiday
- Twisted Games – Ana Huang
- Twisted Hate – Ana Huang
- Twisted Lies – Ana Huang
- Twisted Love – Ana Huang
- Goldenseal – Maria Hummel
- Lone Wolf – Gregg Hurwitz
- The Murder Club – Alexandra Ivy
- Accidentally His – Sabrina Jeffries
- Catfish Charlie – William W. Johnstone
- Never Let Them See You Bleed – William W. Johnstone
- Midnight Creed – Alex Kava
- The Ghost Orchid – Jonathan Kellerman
- The Lantern’s Dance – Laurie R. King
- What Feasts at Night – T. Kingfisher
- The Bad Weather Friend – Dean Koontz
• The Night Island – Jayne Ann Krentz
• Kingpin – Mike Lawson
• The Disappearance of Astrid Bricard – Natasha Lester
• House of Flame and Shadow – Sarah J. Maas
• The Summer Book Club – Susan Mallery
• One Last Chance – Kat Martin
• The Teacher – Freida McFadden
• The Magic All Around – Jennifer Moorman
• Clover Hendry’s Day Off – Beth Morrey
• The Messy Life of Jane Tanner – Brenda Novak
• The Guest – B.A. Paris
• Crosshairs – James Patterson
• Missing Persons – James Patterson
• One Wrong Move – Dani Pettrey
• Simply The Best – Susan Elizabeth Phillips
• Where the Blue Sky Begins – Katie Powner
• Last Night – Luanne Rice
• Beneath Dark Waters – Karen Rose
• A Pie to Die For – Gretchen Rue
• Not Bad for a Girl – Anastasia Ryan
• One Wrong Word – Hank Phillippi Ryan
• Heartbeat – Sharon Sala
• The Single Dad Project – Naima Simone
• Embers in the London Sky – Sarah Sundin
• Twenty-Seven Minutes – Ashley Tate
• The Queen of Sugar Hill: A Novel of Hattie McDaniel – ReShonda Tate
• Burma Sahib – Paul Theroux
• The Last Days of the Midnight Ramblers – Sarah Tomlinson
• Queens of London – Heather Webb
• The County Line – Steve Weddle
• Mrs. Morris and the Mermaid – Traci Wilton

**LARGE PRINT**

• Always Remember – Mary Balogh
• The Friendship Club – Robyn Carr
• Her Amish Match – Patricia Davids
• The Dog Across the Lake – Krista Davis
• Just Be Here – Susan Page Davis
• Her Pretend Amish Boyfriend – Rachel J. Good
• The Testament – John Grisham
• When Hattie Finds Love – Amy Lillard
• Miss Morton and the Spirits of the Underworld – Catherine Lloyd
• Crosshairs – James Patterson
• Missing Persons – James Patterson
• Random in Death – J.D. Robb

**ADULT NON-FICTION**

• Churchill’s American Network
• Eclipse
• Fodor’s Essential Italy
• Fodor’s U.S. & British Virgin Islands
• GED Test 5-Hour Quick Prep for Dummies
• GRE 5-Hour Quick Prep for Dummies
• Great Smoky Mountains National Park
• It Is Finished: A 40-Day Pilgrimage Back to the Cross
• A Murder in Hollywood: The Untold Story of Tinseltown’s Most Shocking Crime
• Old Farmer’s Almanac 2024
• Rick Steves Europe Through the Back Door
• Untangle Your Emotions: Naming What You Feel and Knowing What to Do About It
• Washington on Foot: 24 Walking Tours and Maps of Washington DC
• Windows 11 All-in-One for Dummies
• Zenith Man: Death, Love, and Redemption in a Georgia Courtroom

**BIOGRAPHY**

• Beverly Hills Spy: The Double-Agent War Hero who Helped Japan Attack Pearl Harbor – Ronald Drabkin
• Dear Sister: A Memoir of Secrets, Survival, and Unbreakable Bonds – Michelle Horton
• Everything I Know About Love – Dolly Alderton
• Goodbye Russia: Rachmaninoff in Exile
• Guns, Girls, and Greed: I was a Blackwater Mercenary in Iraq – Morgan Lerette
• If You See Them: Young, Unhoused, and Alone in America – Vicki Sokolik

**BOOK ON CD**

• The Little Liar – Mitch Albom
• Night Shift – Robin Cook
• Beverly Hills Spy: The Double-Agent War Hero who Helped Japan Attack Pearl Harbor – Ronald Drabkin
• Lessons in Chemistry – Bonnie Garmus
• The Bad Weather Friend – Dean Koontz
• The Summer Book Club – Susan Mallery
• Cold Victory – Karl Marlantes

**DVDS**

• Binge Box: The American Military
• Binge Box: Gut Busters - The 90s
• Binge Box: Stephen King
• The Blind
• The Canterville Ghost
• The Creator
• Epic Train Journeys from Above
• Far Haven
• Good Burger
• Grease: Rise of the Pink Ladies
• The Holdovers
• The Hunger Games: Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes
• Hypnotic
• Journey to Bethlehem
• The Marvels
• Murder She Baked: Complete Movie Collection
• Prince of Egypt
• Route 60: The Biblical Highway
• The Royal Hotel
• Spy in the Ocean
• Stolen Spirits
CHECK OUT OUR NEW KIDS’ AND TEEN BOOKS!

PICTURE BOOKS
• 10 Things I Love About Dinosaurs
• Are You Big?
• Baby Alligator
• Baby Mushroom
• Cranky
• The Crayons Love Our Planet
• Escargot
• Escargot and the Search for Spring
• Lucky Duck
• Pearl
• Sight!
• Smell!
• Soren’s Seventh Song
• Taste!
• The Teeny-Weeny Unicorn
• Ten Little Rabbits
• This Little Kitty in the Garden
• Today
• Today is For You!
• Touch!
• What Time Is It, Mr. Crocodile?
• You Are Fearless
• You Stole My Name Too

BEGINNING READER
• Kelp Finds a Way to Help!
• Nail Needs Help
• Ravens and Wolves Team Up!

JUV FICTION & GRAPHICS
• Agents of S.U.I.T.: From Badger to Worse
• Amulet #9
• Art Club
• Beach Bully
• Bravelands: Breakers of the Code
• Bumps in the Night
• City Spies: Mission Manhattan
• Dancing In The Storm
• Dread Detention
• Heroes: A Novel of Pearl Harbor
• Medusa
• Miss Nichol is In a Pickle!
• No More School, April Fools!
• The Princess Protection Program
• The School for Invisible Boys
• Spirited: Day of the Living Liv
• Touchdown Triumph
• Undercover BMX
• Wildful
TEEN FICTION & GRAPHICS

• All This Twisted Glory
• Conditions of a Heart
• The Dark Fable
• Dead Girls Don’t Say Sorry
• The Eternal Ones
• Heartless Hunter
• If Only I Had Told Her
• Infinity Alchemist
• Lady of Disguise
• My Throat an Open Grave
• A Tempest of Tea
• With a Little Luck

JUV NON-FICTION & BIO

• How to Draw Batman Manga
• Inside the Kansas City Chiefs
• Mel Brooks
• The Military Vehicles Encyclopedia
• The MLB Encyclopedia
• Rebel Girls Champions: 25 Tales of Unstoppable Athletes
• Scam Artists
• Scooby-Doo Explores Habitats
• The Superhero Encyclopedia
• Your Unofficial Guide to Building Cool Minecraft Farms

KIDS’ DVDS

• Binge Box: Disney Animation - Hidden Gems
• Binge Box: A Kid’s Best Friend
• Paw Patrol: Jungle Pups